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The United States and Ukraine held a Nonproliferation Working Group Meeting
in Kyiv, Ukraine, on October 24. The regularly-held meeting is one of several
exchanges the United States and Ukraine hold each year to strengthen
bilateral cooperation to address the threat posed by the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction and their means of delivery, advanced
conventional weapons, and sensitive dual-use technologies.

Interagency experts from both sides met to discuss a range of
nonproliferation, counterproliferation, and strategic trade control
challenges and how the countries can best cooperate to address those
challenges. In light of the growing threat from the DPRK’s nuclear and
ballistic missile program, this meeting put special emphasis on promoting
effective and robust implementation of strategic trade controls and all
relevant UN Security Council Resolutions, including 2270 and 2321.

For further information, contact Maria Dudding at ISNPressQueries@state.gov
or visit www.state.gov/t/isn, Twitter @StateISN and Facebook
@StateDepartment.ISNBureau.
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The United States is deeply concerned about rising levels of violence and
restrictions on freedom of expression and assembly in Togo related to
protests over proposed constitutional reforms. We are particularly troubled
by reports of excessive use of force by security forces and reports that
Government-sponsored vigilantes are using force and the threat of force to
disrupt protests and intimidate civilians. The United States is also
concerned with the Government of Togo’s decision to restrict demonstrations
during the workweek and to arrest a prominent imam in the city of Sokode.

We call on the Government of Togo to uphold its citizens’ human rights,
notably their freedom of expression, peaceful assembly, and internet freedom
and to ensure that all those arrested during demonstrations are afforded the
right to due process.

The United States deplores the violence that has claimed the lives of
protesters and security forces alike. We urge all parties to renounce
violence. We encourage the Government and opposition to engage in dialogue
without preconditions, which is the only solution to the current impasse.
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AMBASSADOR HALE: Good afternoon, everyone. Thank you for joining us. I don’t
think that – if there’s one person who does not need an introduction at an
American embassy, it’s the Secretary of State, so I feel a little
superfluous. But just to take one moment, before you, Mr. Secretary, is an
extraordinary team, one of – has to be one of the hardest working, most
highly motivated and most disciplined groups under your command. And we’re
very grateful that you’d take time out of one of those three-country days to
spend a few moments with all of us. Thank you.

(Applause.)

SECRETARY TILLERSON: Well, thank you. Thank you very much, Ambassador Hale,
and thank you for the leadership that you provide over here to both our
embassy here, but also the three consular offices. I think we have someone of
theirs – some of them joining us, I think, by VTC back there. Yeah, okay.
They’re waving; they can see. Nice to see you.

Well, it is a – it’s a real pleasure to have the opportunity to touch down
here in Pakistan on what’s a fairly torrid pace, if you’ve been following our
travels over the last few days, but a very important stop as we’re – we’ve
come to the country to talk further with the leadership about President
Trump’s South Asia strategy. And Pakistan has an incredibly important role in
that South Asia strategy. The country is very important to us. The security,
the stability of the country is very important to us. And many of the
solutions to the regional challenges are – have to be found here as well in
dealing with the leadership in Pakistan, and so we’re here to have further
discussions about that.

This mission, obviously extremely important to us. We know the challenges
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that you live with day in and day out. It’s not an easy place. It’s
challenging from a work standpoint, we know, but it’s also challenging from a
personal standpoint. And I’m mindful of the situation that many of you are
serving under here, long way away from family; you’ve got family members back
home. And I know what it means to miss a lot of important events with
families, whether it’s birthdays or weddings or graduations. Regrettably, I
missed a few over my life as well when I was in some locations that I could
not take my family to live with me either. But really appreciate your
service, your commitment, your willingness to provide what you do on behalf
of the United States of America.

The most important thing you provide is that face of what the American people
mean to the rest of the world, our commitment to the rest of the world, our
commitment to a secure world, our commitment to a prosperous world, and most
importantly, and what many of you do, is a commitment to a hopeful world. And
so all the work you do, whether it be on educational, health, providing
capacity around the country, just really speaks to the compassion of the
American people, and the fact that we do care about this part of the world
and we do care about Pakistan. And so how you go about that is extremely
important to us.

Also want to recognize the importance of our locally employed staff. Many of
you are the continuity of this place. As your colleagues from the U.S. come
and go – and they do come and go on a fairly frequent basis – your continuity
that you provide, you maintain a lot of the capability for us. You allow us
to get the things done that are necessary to do, and you provide many of the
continuity with important relationships as well. And so your value to our
ability to achieve mission is something that I cannot overstate.

I think this is a – obviously, it’s a very active mission with so many
agencies represented here and in our consular offices around the country, a
strong military relationship here and cooperation. And so the posture you’re
in here is extremely important, again, to the United States.

So we’re looking forward to having productive discussions with the leadership
of the country. We’re going to be very open, very frank about the challenges
that we see, how we need to work together to address those challenges,
certain things we really need for the Pakistan leadership to undertake, but
we also want them to understand we’re here to work together as partners, and
we should be working toward the same objective. I know everyone wants a
peaceful, stable, secure Pakistan with great opportunity for economic growth.
And we do see great opportunity for U.S.-Pakistan economic growth as well.
And having a stable environment is really important to promoting the
opportunities for U.S. businesses to come to Pakistan, invest, conduct
business, and also to invite Pakistani businesses to invest in the United
States.

So once again, I want to thank all of you for the important role that you
play for us here in Pakistan. You’ll recall, if you saw my address when I
joined the State Department, the day I entered the building I had three
things that I told you are important to me that I wanted to make important to
all of you. And first is your safety and security, and the safety and



security that I want you to assume responsibility for yourself and for those
standing around you. Each of us have a responsibility in that regard.

The second is accountability. We hold ourselves accountable for our results;
we hold ourselves accountable for our mistakes; we hold ourselves accountable
so that we can learn. And lastly, is respect for one another. We have to
treat each other with respect every day, in every activity. If we hold
ourselves accountable, we can hold others accountable that we’re dealing
with. If we treat each other with respect, it’s a great habit of how to treat
others with respect as we go about carrying out the important work here in
Pakistan.

So I appreciate, again, the opportunity to just say a few words to you. I’d
like to make the crowd and shake every hand in here. I don’t know that I’m
going to be allowed to do that, but again, thank you for everything you do.
And again, thank you Ambassador Hale for your leadership.

(Applause.)
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On behalf of the Government of the United States of America, congratulations
to the people of Zambia as you celebrate the 53rd anniversary of your
nation’s independence.
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Over the last 53 years, we have seen Zambia’s continued development as a
nation that shares many common values and interests with the United States.
Zambia continues to be a strong regional leader in fostering peace and
security. As a country, you have made remarkable strides in fighting
HIV/AIDS. We applaud your history of democracy and democratic transitions and
vision for achieving broad economic growth. Your country’s future rests on
continued advancement in all of these areas, including constructive dialogue,
reconciliation, and respect for due process and civil rights. The United
States stands as a ready partner with the Zambian people as you chart your
way forward.

Best wishes to all Zambians on this day of your commemoration.
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SECRETARY TILLERSON: Well, thank you very much, Mr. Prime Minister, for
receiving me in Baghdad. It is truly a pleasure to be here to have this
opportunity to visit with a very important partner in the fight to defeat
ISIS, to defeat Daesh. And we congratulate Iraq under your leadership for the
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tremendous progress and victories – the liberation of Mosul last July, taking
one of Daesh’s stated caliphate capitals away from it, the recent liberations
of Hawija and Tal Afar. These are all very important victories, and we
applaud the efforts on the part on the Iraqi forces to defeat Daesh. As you
point out, there is still more that has to be done to ensure that Daesh is
defeated once and for all and is eliminated from all of Iraq.

We are concerned and a bit saddened by the recent differences that have
emerged between the Kurdistan Regional Government and the Iraqi central
government. We are – we have friends both in Baghdad, and we have friends in
Erbil, and we encourage both parties to enter into discussion and dialogue. I
think if both parties commit themselves to a unified Iraq, to a – to the
Iraqi constitution, I think all differences can be addressed and the rights
of all can be respected and Iraq will have a very secure and a prosperous
future.

We had an opportunity to share in an important event in Saudi Arabia, the
creation of the Coordination Council. We think this is an important milestone
in restoring relationships between Iraq and the Gulf, the GCC countries, and
Saudi Arabia that’s going to lead to very important economic development in
Iraq as well – all for the good of the people of Iraq – and strengthening the
security and stability of the region.

We look forward too to furthering U.S. economic activity with Iraq, and we
look forward to a future of a secure and stable Iraq with a great partnership
between Iraq and the U.S. for many years to come. Thank you again.
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